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I. Introduction
A new oceanic climatology to calculate Ocean Heat Content (OHC) was developed

for application during the hurricane season in the Atlantic Ocean basin. The

Systematically Merged Atlantic Regional Temperature and Salinity (SMARTS)

Climatology blends temperature and salinity fields from the World Ocean Atlas 2001

(WOA) and Generalized Digital Environmental Model v.3.0 (GDEM) at 0.25º resolution.

This higher resolution climatology better resolves features in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM),

including the Loop Current (LC) and eddy structures, than the previous coarser 0.5º

product. Mean isotherm depths of the 20ºC (D20) and 26ºC (D26), reduced gravity,

mixed layer depth (MLD), and OHC are taken from a methodically blended climatology.

Using SMARTS with satellite-derived surface height anomaly and SST fields, daily

values of D20, D26, MLD, and OHC have been calculated from 1998 to 2009 using a

two-layer model approach. Airborne and ship-deployed eXpendable BathyThermographs

(AXBTs and XBTs, respectively), long-term PIRATA moorings, and ARGO profiling

floats provide over 43,000 in-situ profiles to assess the SMARTS Climatology (Fig. 1).

This new climatological approach creates a more accurate estimation of isotherm depths

and OHC from satellite radar altimetry measurements.

Figure 1 – Locations of over 43,000 in-situ temperature profiles from ARGO drifters

(blue ‘x’), XBTs (red dot), AXBTs (green ‘+’), and PIRATA moorings (yellow triangle).

In-situ observations ground-truth the satellite derived values of D20*, D26*, and OHC*

and are used to assess the regional strengths of the GDEM and WOA climatologies.

Platform ARGO XBT AXBT Pirata

Profiles 19,614 9,578 1,022 13,116

Initial Year 2000 2000 1998 1998

II. Motivation
Oceanographic thermal structure provides the means for an important feedback

mechanism to tropical cyclones (Chang and Anthes, 1978; Shay and Brewster, 2010).

Warm core eddies limit upper ocean cooling (Jaimes and Shay, 2009), allowing for rapid

intensification of storms (Shay et al, 2000). Likewise in thin mixed layer regimes,

mixing leads to enhanced sea surface temperature (SST) cooling, resulting in a negative

feedback to the storms intensity by reducing fluxes at the air-sea interface (Halliwell et

al. 2008). Therefore, an accurate representation of the thermal structure of the ocean is

crucial to forecast hurricane intensification.

In-situ measurements of ocean thermal structure are too expensive to provide

adequate horizontal coverage to resolve mesoscale features on a basin-wide scale.

Instead, satellite altimetry and sea surface temperature data can be used to calculate a

two-dimensional representation of OHC and isotherm surface depths over the entire

basin, resolving fronts and mesoscale eddies.

V. Advancements Over Existing Climatology
The prior climatology used for OHC calculations was derived from a 0.5º

climatology (Mainelli, 2000). The Mainelli climatology blended older versions of

GDEM and WOA products on an undocumented point-by-point basis. A systematic

approach to blending the climatology products is needed to remove human error.

Features in the GOM, LC, and Caribbean are poorly resolved in the Mainelli

climatology compared to the 0.25º resolution climatologies examined in this study (Fig.

5). Despite being developed from similar hydrographic datasets, GDEM and WOA vary

on regional scales, ultimately leading to different OHC fields (Fig. 5). This difference

necessitates a regional study of performance of GDEM and WOA in estimating D20*,

D26*, and OHC* fields, from which blending weights are determined. Unlike Mainelli

(2000) which used one climatology for the full hurricane season, SMARTS uses a 'daily'

climatology created using a 15-day running mean from monthly climatologies.

III. Satellite Altimetry and the Two-Layer Model
A series of polar-orbiting satellites provide sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) data

(Figure 4). Ten days of SSHA data centered on the date of interest is objectively

analyzed to 0.25º using the Mariano and Brown (1992) technique, assuming uniform

drift velocity of ~5km per day WSW to accommodate the GOM.

A modified two-layer model is used to calculate the depths of the 20ºC and 26ºC

isotherms using satellite altimetry and an oceanographic climatology. The upper and

lower layers are divided by the 20 C isotherm, and the average density of each layer is

used to calculate the reduced gravity term. In the two-layer framework, sea surface

height anomalies incite vertical displacement of the interface between the two layers

calculated from Margules equations, thus estimating D20* (Fig. 3). Uniform stretching

of the upper layer is assumed, so the climatological ratio of D26 to D20 is multiplied by

D20' to approximate D26*. OHC is then calculated using a trapezoid integration

assuming climatological MLD and SST from TMI at 0.25º.
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Figure 3 – OHC calculation schematic. D20, D26, and OHC can be measured directly 

from in-situ profiles (left, black line). Using a two-layer reduced gravity model, SSHAs 

(η’) are used to estimate D20* from Margules equations (right). D26* is calculated by 

assuming a constant ratio between D26 and D20.  OHC* is calculated assuming a mixed 

layer of climatological depth and a constant  temperature equal to the SST, and a constant 

temperature gradient from the base of the mixed layer to D26* (left, red dash).

IV. In-Situ Observations
A vast dataset of in-situ observations from ARGO floats, XBT, AXBTs and Pirata

moorings is used to analyze the performance of the empirical two-layer calculation of

D20, D26, and OHC. The quality controlled profiles are interpolated to 1m intervals,

from which D20 and MLD are extracted. If SSTs are greater than 26ºC, D26 is extracted

and OHC is calculated using a trapezoidal integration down the profile (Fig. 3).

XBT transects along repeated routes give two-dimensional snapshots across frontal

regions (i.e. Gulf Stream) (Fig. 6). ARGO floats provide a Lagrangian framework to

study evolving water mass characteristics over the entire Atlantic basin (Fig.7). The

Pirata moorings (Bourlès et al, 2008) off the west African coast are an Eulerian platform

to examine changes of OHC and isotherm depths on daily to yearly timescales (Fig 8).

AXBT observations from hurricane reconnaissance flights provide invaluable

information in the GOM and Loop Current where coverage from other data sources is

sparse.
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Figure 2 – All available satellite altimetry from 1998 to present. The altimeters repeat tracks

every 10, 17, or 35 days. To ensure global coverage by the 10-day orbiters, altimetry data

from 5 days before to 5 days after the date of interest is used for objective analysis.

Figure 4 – In-situ observations from all ARGO float data are compared to satellite derived

values of D20 (left), D26 (middle), and OHC (right) using the WOA daily climatology. Errors

over 3 standard deviations from the mean are removed (< 1.5% of observations). The red line

is the 1:1 ratio. The dashed blue line is the y=mx regression line. The robust slope is a

regression line that minimizes the effect of outliers. Root mean squared error (RMSE) is

calculated on the individual differences between in-situ and satellite derived values.

Figure 5 – Pre-Katrina OHC field in the Gulf of Mexico at 0.25º using the GDEM

climatology. b) Same as (a) but using the WOA climatology. c) Difference between (a) and

(b), highlighting the need for a regional study of climatology performance of calculating

OHC. d) Same as (a) but at 0.5º using the Mainelli (2000) climatology.

Figure 6 – XBT transect across the Gulf Stream near 30N in September from 2004-2006. Top:

Mean OHC calculated from XBT measurements (red) and the average satellite value of OHC*

with 95% confidence bars (black). Bottom: Cross-section of ocean temperature across the transect

with the depths of the 20º and 26º isotherm highlighted (white and black, respectively).

Figure 7 – Selected profiles from an ARGO float over the course of a year. The location of

the profiler (white triangle) along its track (black line) is mapped over the OHC field for the

day of the profile (top). Temperature profile of the ARGO float, from which in-situ values

of D20, D26, MLD, and OHC are calculated (bottom).

Figure 8 – Satellite derived values of OHC* using GDEM and WOA daily and hurricane

season climatologies are compared to observations from a PIRATA mooring over the course

of a hurricane season.

VI. Future Work
The method of regionally blending the GDEM and WOA climatologies is under

active investigation. Statistical parameters, such as RMSE, correlation coefficients,

regression slope, and bias, must be considered to determine the best weighting method

to systematically merge the fields.

To further improve the OHC algorithm, regional climatological drift velocities will

be calculated to adjust for feature displacement of satellite altimetry. Velocities will be

determined by tracking features moving along repeated satellite altimeter tracks.

Correlation scales will be examined to optimize frontal and eddy features while

maintaining a realistic field. Connections between MLD and SSHA will be explored to

see if an adjusted MLD results in a better approximation of OHC. Once complete, the

SMARTS Climatology will markedly improve the calculation of OHC and be integrated

into the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme for improved hurricane

intensity forecasts.
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